Theory and practical application of superficial atypical melanocytic proliferations of uncertain significance (SAMPUS) and melanocytic tumours of uncertain malignant potential (MELTUMP) terminology: experience with second opinion consultation.
The term superficial atypical melanocytic proliferations of uncertain significance (SAMPUS) is used to resolve discordance in diagnosis of "thin" melanocytic lesions. Melanocytic tumours of uncertain malignant potential (MELTUMP) is the descriptive term for an ill-defined group of dermal melanocytic tumours that exhibit features indicative of possible malignancy. We report our experience of collaboration with two leading international consultant pathologists in the diagnosis of melanoma in order to facilitate the practical application of the term SAMPUS and MELTUMP. Twenty-seven cases of melanocytic lesions with interpretative problems were sent for consultation to Expert #1 (15 cases) and Expert #2 (12 cases). Two cases of MELTUMP and two cases of SAMPUS were diagnosed by Expert #1; three cases of MELTUMP and two cases of SAMPUS were diagnosed by Expert #2. Diagnosis was performed with H&E and molecular studies were not performed. Both experts included MELTUMP or SAMPUS atypical, ambiguous melanocytic lesions and melanomas. The diagnosis of SAMPUS and MELTUMP by consultant pathologists reflects the difficulty of classification with accuracy lesions that showed histological features of various atypical tumours or malignant melanoma. In these cases, biological potential may be established with molecular studies.